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Dirty Jokes - See 1st Post
Posted by markz - 01 Nov 2015 13:54
_____________________________________

Enter at your own risk

Invitees as of Nov 1 2015

AlexEliezer, Bigmoish, Cordnoy, Gevura Shebyesod, gibbor120, theGuard or any similar
sounding name, Shlomo24, 9494, PA (the mexican), Serenity, ZemirosShabbos

If I missed anyone or for reservations please PM me, also read the next post

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - see first post
Posted by markz - 20 Apr 2016 04:39
_____________________________________

Until I get kicked out if we can collect enough thank you's to the source of KOM and my favorite
post of the year, all on one page here

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - see first post
Posted by markz - 21 Apr 2016 01:49
_____________________________________

THE DAY IS SOON TO ARRIVE!!!

YAY!!!
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//

jQuery(function($) {

if ( CKEDITOR.env.ie && CKEDITOR.env.version 
CKEDITOR.tools.enableHtml5Elements(document);

}

if($('#kbbcode-message').length) {

CKEDITOR.replace('kbbcode-message', {

language: 'en'

});
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}

ckeditor_language = 'en';

});

window.addEvent("domready", function() {

SqueezeBox.initialize({});

$$("a.modal").each(function(el) {

el.addEvent("click", function(e) {

new Event(e).stop();

SqueezeBox.fromElement(el);

});

});

});

jQuery.noConflict();

var Warp = Warp || {}; Warp.Settings = {"bganimation":null,"background":null,"itemColor":null};

jQuery.noConflict();

// Set cookies

function setCookie (name, value, path, domain, secure) {

document.cookie = name + '=' + escape(value) +

'; expires=' + 'Tue, 20 Dec 2146 23:47:03 GMT'+

((path) ? '; path=' + path : '') +

((domain) ? '; domain=' + domain : '') +

((secure) ? '; secure' : '');

}
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// Get Cookies

function getCookie(name) {

var cookie = ' ' + document.cookie;

var search = ' ' + name + '=';

var setStr = null;

var offset = 0;

var end = 0;

if (cookie.length > 0) {

offset = cookie.indexOf(search);

if (offset != -1) {

offset += search.length;

end = cookie.indexOf(';', offset)

if (end == -1) {

end = cookie.length;

}

setStr = unescape(cookie.substring(offset, end));

}

}

return(setStr);

}

window.addEvent('domready', function() {

var fx_1 = new Fx.Slide('container_1',{

duration:1000,
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transition: Fx.Transitions.Quart.easeInOut,

onComplete: function(){

$('ov_toggler_1').toggleClass('active');

$('ov_toggler_1').innerHTML = $('ov_toggler_1').innerHTML=='Expand'?'Read once, then
minimize to save screen space.':'Expand';

var ov_col_1 = (getCookie('ov_collapsed_1')==1)?0:1;

setCookie('ov_collapsed_1',ov_col_1,'/forum/stats');

}

});

$('ov_toggler_1').addEvent('click', function(event){

fx_1.toggle();

event.stop();

return false;

});

});

jQuery.noConflict();

/* */
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/* */

/* */

var bf_xajax = '1afa15b0773d5a5012d25f538ce4a9ff';

var lowIE = false;
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/* =================================

Tooltips script

===================================*/

var keep = 0;

// Catch element coords:

function getOffsetRect(elem) {

var box = elem.getBoundingClientRect()

var body = document.body

var docElem = document.documentElement

var scrollTop = window.pageYOffset || docElem.scrollTop || body.scrollTop

var scrollLeft = window.pageXOffset || docElem.scrollLeft || body.scrollLeft

var clientTop = docElem.clientTop || body.clientTop || 0

var clientLeft = docElem.clientLeft || body.clientLeft || 0

var top = box.top + scrollTop - clientTop

var left = box.left + scrollLeft - clientLeft

return { top: Math.round(top), left: Math.round(left) }

}

function hideAll()

{

$$('.cloud-position').each(function(el) {
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var hash = el.id.replace('cloud_','');

var cloud = $('cloud_'+hash);

if(keep != hash) /*&& el.opacity==1)*/

{

/*var opac = new Fx.Style(el.id, 'opacity', {duration:500});

opac.start(1,0).chain(

function(){*/cloud.style.top = '';/*},

function(){*/cloud.style.left = '';/*}

);*/

}

});

}

function hideAllIE()

{

$$('.cloud-position').each(function(el) {

var hash = el.id.replace('cloud_','');

var cloud = $('cloud_'+hash);

if(keep != hash )

{

cloud.style.top = '';

cloud.style.left = '';

}

});
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}

window.addEvent('domready', function() {

// Not IE 8 or lower:

if(!lowIE){

// Add onMouseOver event:

$$('.tool-custom-view a').addEvent('mouseenter', function(event){

var hash = this.id.replace('hasTip_','');

var cloud = $('cloud_'+hash);

keep = hash;

// Let's show tip cloud if it isn't shown:

// Coords and effect preparing:

hideAll();

if(cloud )//&& (cloud.style.opacity==0))

{

/*var opac = new Fx.Style('cloud_'+hash, 'opacity', {duration:500}).set(0);*/

cloud.style.top = getOffsetRect(this).top-462+'px';

cloud.style.left = getOffsetRect(this).left-200+'px';

/*opac.start(0,1).chain(

function(){

if(keep!=hash)
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opac.start(1,0);

}

);*/

}

});

// Add onMouseOut event:

$$('.tool-custom-view a').addEvent('mouseleave', function(event){

var hash = this.id.replace('hasTip_','');

keep = 0;

var cloud = $('cloud_'+hash);

var count = 0;

// Hide Tip:

if(cloud) //&& cloud.style.opacity==1)

{

/*var opac = new Fx.Style('cloud_'+hash, 'opacity', {duration:500});

opac.start(1,0).chain(

function(){*/cloud.style.top = '';/*},

function(){*/cloud.style.left = '';/*}

);*/

}

});
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// Add Click event:

$$('.tool-custom-view a').addEvent('click', function(event){

var hash = this.id.replace('hasTip_','');

keep = 0;

var cloud = $('cloud_'+hash);

var count = 0;

// Hide Tip:

if(cloud) //&& cloud.style.opacity==1)

{

/*var opac = new Fx.Style('cloud_'+hash, 'opacity', {duration:500});

opac.start(1,0).chain(

function(){*/cloud.style.top = '';/*},

function(){*/cloud.style.left = '';/*}

);*/

}

});

}

else

{

// Add onMouseOver event:

$$('.tool-custom-view a').addEvent('mouseenter', function(event){

var hash = this.id.replace('hasTip_','');

var cloud = $('cloud_'+hash);
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keep = hash;

// Let's show tip cloud if it isn't shown:

// Coords and effect preparing:

hideAllIE();

if(cloud)

{

cloud.style.top = getOffsetRect(this).top-462+'px';

cloud.style.left = getOffsetRect(this).left-200+'px';

}

});

// Add onMouseOut event:

$$('.tool-custom-view a').addEvent('mouseleave', function(event){

var hash = this.id.replace('hasTip_','');

keep = 0;

var cloud = $('cloud_'+hash);

// Hide Tip:

if(cloud)

{

cloud.style.top = '';

cloud.style.left = '';

}
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});

}

});

jQuery(document).ready(function($) {

$("#mmenu").hide();

$(".mtoggle").click(function() {

$("#mmenu").slideToggle(500);

});

});

/* TODO: move to layout.css */

.content-center-wrapper {
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position: relative;

left: 7px;

}

var messages = {

'GU_OK_MESSAGE': "OK",

'GU_ERRORS_EMAIL_INVALID': "Please, enter a valid email address.",

'GU_ERRORS_EMAIL_EXISTS': "This email is already in use. Login, please, or try another.",

'GU_ERRORS_EMAIL_COMPLITED': "This e-mail is a full member already. Either user a
different address, or press the button \"Send me user info\" to retrieve your username and
password.",

'GU_BUTTON_SEND_USERINFO_OK_MESSAGE': "The letter was sent. Please, check your
email.",

'GU_BUTTON_SEND_USERINFO_ERROR_MESSAGE': "The letter wasn't sent. Please, try
again.",

'GU_BUTTON_SEND_USERINFO': "Send me user info"

},

register_url = "/registration?tmpl=component",

base_url = "guardyoureyes.com/",

titles = {

'GU_CREATE_ACC': "Create a GYE Account",

'GU_CREATE_ACC2': "Unlock all the GYE tools",

'GU_CREATE_ACC3': "Register",

'GU_CREATE_ACC4': "Get Chizuk emails (and the GYE eBook)",

'GU_CREATE_ACC5': "Get GYE eBook (and Chizuk emails)",

'GU_CREATE_ACC6': "To post on the forums, please
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create a GYE account",

'GU_CREATE_ACC7': "To use the GYE chat rooms, please

create a GYE account",

'GU_CREATE_ACC8': "To use the personal homepage, please

create a GYE Account",

'GU_CREATE_ACC9': "Get Your Free eBook"

};

var isGuest = 0;

var open_registration = '';
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Menu

Menu
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About UsHaskamosNewsNeed help?
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gye.help@gmail.com

Go to prevention site

????? | ????? | Français | Español
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Welcome Markz,

Logout

My Personal Homepage

Edit My Profile
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Donate

Help us help others
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HomeFirst Time Here?GYE Member FAQToolsChizuk emailsFilters90 day chartTaPHSiC
MethodForumsChat RoomsHelplinesPhone ConferencesPartner programLive SA
GroupsFiltersGYE ProgramOverview of GYE Program (30 min)GYE In a Nutshell: Initial
Evaluation20 Progressive ToolsThe 30 Principles21 Principles for the Struggle9 Principles for
AddictionFree GYE HandbookArticlesRabbi Dr. Avraham TwerskiTorahStoriesTestimonialsTips
& Suggestions12 StepQ&AChizukPreventionFirst Day of the Rest of My LifeThe Science of
Habit ChangeWindows of the SoulNewsletter Archive12 Step ProgramEbooksKosher
IsleKosher WebsitesShiurimTherapySpecial ResourcesFor Women StrugglersFor Spouses of
AddictsResources for Young TeensResources in HebrewResources in YiddishResources in
FrenchResources in SpanishHelp Someone Anonymously
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GYE helps those struggling with inappropriate materials and related behaviors.

All services are anonymous and free! Watch the video below to learn how GYE can help.

Trouble viewing? Download here
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Read once, then minimize to save screen space.

Forum Overview

One of the most powerful tools for breaking addictions is to stay out of isolation. The GYE forum
is anonymous platform of group support, and a life-line of chizuk and support for hundreds of
people in exactly your situation. See what others are doing to stay clean. Get and share advice
with our vibrant community. Post on the forum to get support, tell your story, reach out for help
when feeling weak and strengthen each other! You will never be alone in this struggle again.

Just enter one of our boards and press "New Topic" to begin posting! (If you are not yet a
member of the site, sign up here).
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HomeToolsForums
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Forum homeNew TopicRecentRecent PostsRecent TopicsUnread threads since last visitAll
Unread threadsProfileMy ProfileMy TopicsMy RepliesRulesHelpAdvanced SearchPrivate
MessagesComposeInboxOutbox

- Private Messages

- Welcome, markz
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Last Visit Date: Yesterday

-

GYE Forum Statistics
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General Statistics

Total Users: 5205  

Latest Member: Maxstatham

Total Messages: 227285  

Total Subjects: 8454  

Total Sections: 7  

Total Categories: 31

Today Open: 0  

Yesterday Open: 4  
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Today Total Answer: 4  

Yesterday Total Answer: 183

Top 5 Most Popular Topics
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Subject

 

Hits

Mikvah Night - Edition # 29

21590

The Depressed Person's Chill Spot 

20597
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Tryin'

20456

Yaakov's Ladder

19786

I'm about to FALL!!

15526
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Top 5 Most Popular Polls

Poll

 

Votes
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What Ya' Worried About?

68

Poll: Do You Think You're an Addict?

39

Is pornography and masturbation selfish?
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31

What

30

How to become Productive?

16
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Top 5 Most Popular Users (Total Messages)

Username

 

Posts

cordnoy
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7671

the.guard

6272

ZemirosShabbos

6152

7yipol
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4686

gibbor120

4482
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Top 5 Most Popular Users (Total Profile Views)

Username

 

Hits

cordnoy

1300
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Dov

931

the.guard

921

skeptical

675
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Gevura Shebyesod

664

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - - see first post
Posted by markz - 21 Apr 2016 02:02
_____________________________________

THE DAY IS SOON TO ARRIVE!!!

YAY!!!

GYE Forum Statistics

General Statistics

Top 5 Most Popular Topics
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Subject                                    Hits

Mikvah Night - Edition # 29                21590

The Depressed Person's Chill Spot 

        20597

Tryin'                                    20456

Yaakov's Ladder                            19786

I'm about to FALL!!                        15526

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - - see first post
Posted by markz - 21 Apr 2016 02:06
_____________________________________

Moderator please remove this and the previous 2 posts

From

guardyoureyes.com/forum/23-Just-Having-Fun/267452-Dirty-Jokes-----see-first-
post?limit=15&start=105#285536

unfortnately the Source i put didn't result in the most favorable view

Thank you

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - see first post
Posted by markz - 21 Apr 2016 02:13
_____________________________________

THE DAY IS SOON TO ARRIVE!!!

YAY!!! GYE Forum Statistics
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Hits Subject
21590 Mikvah Night - Edition # 29
20597 The Depressed Person's Chill Spot :)
20456 Tryin'
19786 Yaakov's Ladder
15526 I'm about to FALL!!

MORE STATS:

Guard Your Eyes has 5229 registered users (May 1 2016)Percent Users Posts
68 3578 0
13 678 10+
9 478 3-9
6 306 1
4 189 2

There are 9 Users below with only 1 Post in the Introduce Yourself Forum since January

Go figure why they don't keep posting, or why almost 70% of all members never post...

5-Apr-16 newplace

7-Mar-16 11needfixed11

2-Mar-16 gyemember@yahoo.com

25-Feb-16 Helpmepeace

25-Feb-16 Baryochai

10-Feb-16 paulstaul

31-Jan-16 alvin

24-Jan-16 gyen2015

11-Jan-16 zckyv88

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - see first post
Posted by inastruggle - 21 Apr 2016 03:29
_____________________________________
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Looking at the color of your name....still blue....current streak.....still 90 days. Guess that
explains it.

 

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - see first post
Posted by peloni almoni - 21 Apr 2016 05:16
_____________________________________

you know, we should ban handcuff pic's from this forum. 

some people may find them triggering. 

you know who you are. 

and this definitely is the right thread to mention it.

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - - see first post
Posted by Yesod - 21 Apr 2016 05:26
_____________________________________

I get turned on by fish
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Like most rednecks

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - see first post
Posted by markz - 22 Apr 2016 02:35
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote on 13 Apr 2016 00:44:

markz wrote on 13 Apr 2016 00:00:

I have a special request to our dear Sephardi brothers. Wala I might be one too Habibi, it's time
soon for Arbit
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Ever since joining gye new customs are taken by each member

Passover is next week, and please please please

Nothing that looks like Porn

!!!!

Don't even lust after it, just get RID of the whole garbage before I get upset

Ok?

NO

PLAGIARISM!!!!!!!!

guardyoureyes.com/forum/23-Just-Having-Fun/261537-FREE-HARDCORE-
CORNOGRAPHY?limit=15&start=330#283537
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ANOTHER REASON SEFARDIM NEED TO GET A LIFE AND CONVERT TO LITVAK'ism

The Alte Litvaks can't wait for tommorow night

They will be drinking

"Four Kases of Wine"

Maybe that's why they delay selichot till the last minute

It takes time to soberize, no?

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - see first post
Posted by inastruggle - 22 Apr 2016 03:44
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote on 21 Apr 2016 05:16:

you know, we should ban handcuff pic's from this forum. 

some people may find them triggering. 

It sure is a slippery slope...

First this

Then this...

Eventually even this
Warning: Spoiler!
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 Truth you're probably right. I do know what you mean.

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes
Posted by markz - 03 May 2016 03:48
_____________________________________

If you want someone who will bring you the paper without first

tearing it apart to remove the sports section

Buy a dog.

If you want someone willing to make a fool of himself simply

over the joy of seeing you

Buy a dog.

If you want someone who will eat whatever you put in front of

him and never says its not quite as good as his mother made it

Buy a dog

If you want someone always willing to go out, at any hour,
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for as long and wherever you want

Buy a dog.

If you want someone who will never touch the remote, doesn't

give a hoot about football, and can sit next to you as you

watch romantic movies

Buy a dog.

If you want someone who is content to get up on your bed just

to warm your feet and whom you can push off if he snores

Buy a dog.

If you want someone who never criticizes what you do, doesn't

care if you are pretty or ugly, fat or thin, young or old,

who acts as if every word you say is especially worthy of

listening to, and loves you unconditionally, perpetually

Buy a dog.
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BUT, on the other hand

If you want someone who will never

come when you call, ignores you totally when you come home,

leaves hair all over the place, walks all over you, runs around

all night and only comes home to eat and sleep, and acts as if

your entire existence is solely to ensure his happiness...........

Then my friend, Buy a cat!

(You thought I was talking about men didn't you!)

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - see first post
Posted by markz - 06 May 2016 01:56
_____________________________________

I'm on my knees as I write this

I wrote on a different post here a few minutes ago that I would beg on my knees and stay so till
a kind response would be provided

One kindhearted fellow responded

"Go get knee pads"
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We need Mom back - fast!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - see first post
Posted by markz - 08 May 2016 05:04
_____________________________________

addict_11211 wrote on 21 Oct 2014 20:40:

I am feeling a little depressed as I am feeling that this problem is out of control by me, even this
morning I walk on the street and I see these women and my heart constricts I am lusting them
like crazy, and the weird part is that my wife is a very attractive well dressed woman and
probably mother husbands of these women are lusting my wife,

Is lust something that stays with you? Am I doomed to this fight for life?

When I am looking at a woman am I seeing something my Freinds don't see? Am I wired
differently ? I have so many questions and I am hurting so much inside,I am still sober but it's a
crazy struggle

Any support is appreciated

cordnoy wrote on 21 Oct 2014 20:59:

why do think it's weird at all?

we are lust addicts; period!

some like em hot; some like em cold; some like em young and some like em old.
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some like em short; some like em tall; some like em large and some like em small.

some like em fat; some like em thin; some like em covered and some like to see skin.

some like babushkas; some like shpitzels; some enjoy shaitels and others prefer tichels

I am non-discriminatory - I like em all!

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - see first post
Posted by markz - 17 May 2016 00:52
_____________________________________

According to a recent survey, men say the first thing they notice

about a woman is their eyes

And women say the first thing they

notice about men is

Warning: Spoiler!

========================================================================
====

Re: Dirty Jokes - by invitation only (see first post)
Posted by markz - 20 Jun 2016 22:08
_____________________________________
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My avatar image was updated this week, so I got this astounding email from someone asking

whats up with the new paint job? and who left his laundry hanging from your hook?

Guess what!?

I started a clothing drive

Cos it's the summer, and some people (particularly female) cannot afford the "bare" necessities,
I thought it would be a generous consideration.

Please spread the word - when you see a blue smiley truck in your neighborhood do the good
thing and donate any clothing you have

Disclaimer: shaitels will not be accepted due to negative publicity that gave credence to lust

So please slow down, ODAAT one donation at a time, no pushing

========================================================================
====
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